The World Almanac (FULL-TEXT online) This online almanac provides statistical and factual data on a broad and comprehensive level. The latest print edition is also kept at the Reference Center: ref A467.N5 W7 (1st Floor, North).

Associations – Encyclopedia of Associations This 5 volume reference source lists tens of thousands of associations, many dealing with one side or the other of major controversial issues. There is an index listing organization names and keywords. Each listing gives a short description and includes an address and phone number, along with Web site addresses. Most associations and organizations would be happy to send you informational material and/or promotional brochures describing their specific point of view. This set is located at the Reference Desk: ref HS17.G33(1st Floor, North).

AUTHOR - This Web Page was authored by Barbara Case. If you have questions, comments, or suggestions about the CONTENT of this Library Web page, please send them to Barbara at: bcase@calstatela.edu. Thank You.